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ABSTRACT The Internet Engineering Task Force adopted the DNS over HTTPS protocol in 2018 to
remediate privacy issues regarding the plain text transmission of the DNS protocol. According to our
observations and the analysis described in this paper, protecting DNS queries using HTTPS entails security
threats. This paper surveys DoH related research works and analyzes malicious and unwanted activities
that leverage DNS over HTTPS and can be currently observed in the wild. Additionally, we describe three
real-world abuse scenarios observed in the web environment that reveal how service providers intentionally
use DNS over HTTPS to violate policies. Last but not least, we identified several research challenges that
we consider important for future security research.

INDEX TERMS Detection, DNS over HTTPS, hidden communication, IP flow, malware, network traffic,
security threats.

I. INTRODUCTION
The DNS over HTTPS (DoH) [1] protocol has been recently
developed to remediate the privacy issues of the Domain
Name System (DNS) [2]. DNS transmits queries in plain text,
and these queries can reveal sensitive information like a user’s
browsing habits. The main motivation for DoH is to limit the
users’ surveillance and protect them from possible profiling
of their activities (e.g., for targeted advertising). Despite that
the protocol specification has only been published in 2018,
it has already spread vastly.

Transport Layer Security (TLS) protocol is the encryption
protocol used in HTTPS communication and thereby became
the de-facto standard for encrypted communication between
clients and servers on the web.With TLS, a client and a server
conceal the content of their communication to third parties.
Before connecting to an HTTPS web server, a client typically
needs to resolve the server’s domain name, which has been
done in plain text using DNS. The new step that DoH takes
is to embed DNS queries in the HTTPS protocol. Thus, the
entire transferred content, including queried domain names
and answered IP addresses, is now concealed. Contrary to
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traditional DNS, where queries and translated domain names
are visible to on-path entities, the content of the DoH traf-
fic can be read by the client and its central DoH provider
only. Third parties, including network operators and various
network security tools like intrusion detection systems, can-
not analyze the traffic without enforced interception of the
communication using a decryption proxy server (which is not
feasible in many environments).

The fact that DoH improves user privacy for legitimate
traffic is undoubted. However, by building on the design prin-
ciples of DNS, DoH also inherits some of its security issues.
For instance, DNS has been exploited as a hidden communi-
cation channel (also known as the covert channel) in the past,
for example, in DNSMessegner malware [3]. DoH amplifies
this problem because its encryption prevents any analysis of
the traffic content, which, in this case, would be the queried
domain names and associated metadata. Since DoH support
has already been added to many existing software applica-
tions [4], we expect attackers to leverage DoH to conceal their
activities. The first step is an analysis of existing software and
proof of concept codes to identify possible abuse techniques.

This paper was created by a collaboration of three orga-
nizations: Czech Technical University in Prague, CESNET
(Czech national research and education network operator),
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and Avast software, a global security company. It focuses on
summarizing the current knowledge of DoH abuse, including
three unpublished abuse scenarios. Bymonitoring DoH usage
in the wild and manual inspection of DoH script samples and
libraries, we have discovered leveraging of DoH for mali-
cious purposes in web development – all utilize encryption
to cover and retain service availability after their discovery
and appearance on blocklists. The increased adoption of
encrypted traffic is one of the biggest challenges that the
network security field currently faces. DoH accelerates this
trend for DNS traffic. The main contributions of the paper
can be summarized as follows:

1) We provide survey of DoH related research.
2) We analyzed multiple public sources (such as Github,

malware analysis research blogs, and VirusTotal) to list
and taxonomize the DoH presence in current malware
families and proof-of-concept code samples.

3) We described novel and previously unpublished abuse
scenarios of DoH in the web environment. To the best
of our knowledge, this is the first described real-world
observation of DoH abuse in the web environment.

4) Based on the description of malicious use, we defined
several research challenges that we consider essential
for future security research.

The paper is organized as follows: Section II provides a
brief introduction to the DoH protocol, Section III summa-
rizes published research studies related to DoH, Section IV
summarizes the knowledge about software abusing DoH and
taxonomize it, Section V describes abuse scenario during
our threat monitoring of the web environment, Section VI
highlights research challenges that arise from DoH usage and
its current or possible abuse, and final Section VII concludes
the paper.

II. TECHNICAL DETAILS OF DoH PROTOCOL
In this section, we provide essential information about the
DoH protocol specification and its packet-level behavior.

A. DoH SPECIFICATION
The IETF adopted the DoH protocol as an RFC document
(RFC 8484 [1]) in 2018. Currently, there are two signifi-
cantly different implementations. The RFC8484 compliant
approach uses classic DNS ‘‘Wireformat’’ [2] encapsulated
in the HTTPS protocol. The messages are transferred either
by HTTP GET or POST requests. The other approach uses
DNS messages encoded in the JSON format described in
RFC 8427 [5]. The JSON data are then transferred via HTTPS
GET. Currently, most of the DNS providers (around 90%)
support the ‘‘Wireformat’’, either HTTPS GET or POST
version [6]. The JSON-based DoH is supported by around
30% of the DNS providers [6]. In practice, all of the DoH
enabled browsers and most of the other performance-oriented
DoH clients use RFC 8484 compliant Wireformat messages
together with the HTTPS POST method.

The JSON approach also has its merits. The main reason to
encode the DNS query in a JSON is to increase the readability

and easy data manipulation based on text-based messages.
According to our observation, JSON is used primarily for
a single query by applications where performance and short
response time are not a priority.

B. DoH FROM THE NETWORK MONITORING POINT OF
VIEW
DoH follows the classic request-response scheme, with
expected differences across HTTP protocol versions. Even
though HTTP 1.1 is not officially recommended by RFC [1]
due to performance reasons, most resolvers and browsers sup-
port it. The biggest performance bottleneck of HTTP 1.1 is
the missing support of multiple concurrent requests within
a single connection; therefore, it always has to wait for the
response before sending the following query. According to
our observations (in Chrome version 94,1 and Firefox 912),
browsers reduce the performance penalty by creatingmultiple
parallel connections (usually two). By switching between
connections, they can perform concurrent requests. Accord-
ing to RFC 8484, each packet contains only one DNS query
or response. Thus, network observers can reliably count the
number of queries/responses transferred in the encrypted
channel [7]. Apart from that, no other information can be
directly obtained from the network packets due to the TLS
encryption.

From the packet-level perspective, DoH looks similar to
any other HTTPS communication. It establishes a connec-
tion on port 443, performs a TLS handshake, and transfers
encrypted data. This allows DoH to effectively bypass DNS
filters and other protections that analyze DNS queries’ con-
tent. A typical system that relies on DNS analysis is a parental
control application that prevents connections to certain web-
sites such as social media or games by selectively blocking
DNS requests [8]. However, as discussed in Section III-D1,
proper DoH recognition is challenging task, which needs to
employ sophisticated MLmodel. Currently, we are not aware
of any commercial product that would use statistical methods
or ML for DoH recognition and blocking.

III. RELATED RESEARCH ON DoH
DoH is a still relatively novel technology, which is waiting
for mass adoption; however, there are already some published
papers that target various aspects of it. In this section, we sur-
vey related work based on four perspectives: A) Performance
Perspective, B)Adoption Perspective, C) Privacy Perspec-
tive, and D) Security Perspective. For the research of related
work, we used the following indexing engines: ACM Digital
Library,3 IEEE Explore,4 Scopus,5 and Google Scholar.6

1https://chromereleases.googleblog.com/2021/09/stable-channel-update-
for-desktop_30.html

2https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/91.0/releasenotes/
3https://dl.acm.org
4https://ieeexplore.ieee.org
5https://scopus.com
6https://scholar.google.com
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A. PERFORMANCE PERSPECTIVE
The latency of DNS protocol directly impacts the per-
formance of networking applications [9]. Therefore, many
researchers measured the performance consequences of DoH
deployment. These studies are summarized in Table 1.

One of the first DoH latency measurements was published
by McManus [10] from Mozilla in 2018, showing that the
average additional latency caused by DoH is only 6ms. The
following study created by Böttger et al. [11] focused on
DoH overhead compared to traditional DNS. Their results
show that DoH adds significant latency when the connection
is used for a single query. However, when DoH connec-
tion is reused for multiple queries, the additional latency is
negligible. Another study performed by Hounsel et al. [12]
shows that DoH latency and reliability strongly depend on the
selected resolver. This is also supported by Jerabek et al. [13]
who studied DoH resolver behavior and the distribution of
DoH packet sizes depending on used resolvers. According
to their results, some DoH resolvers use long HTTP headers
resulting in larger packets and thus bigger overhead.

A more extensive study was performed by
Chhabra et al. [14], who studied DoH performance impact
across the world. Their results show that users from
higher-income countries with higher quality internet infras-
tructures are less likely to experience slower performance
caused by DoH, resulting in a disproportionate impact
on users from countries with lower economic capacity.
Their findings are also supported by the studies performed
by Hounsel et al. [15], Borgolte et al. [8] and Mbewe and
Chavula [16], who also show that DoH has a negligible
impact in good network condition. According to these stud-
ies [8], [15], [16], traditional DNS significantly outperforms
DoH when dealing with congested or 3G mobile networks.

B. ADOPTION PERSPECTIVE
At the time of writing, DoH is supported (and sometimes
enabled by default7) by most modern web browsers such as
Chrome (since version 838), Edge, Firefox, Opera, and Brave;
a comprehensive evaluation of DoH support in web browsers
can be found at zdnet.com [4]. There are also native resolvers
with DoH support in Microsoft Windows [17] and modern
GNU/Linux distributions (e.g., via systemd-resolved). DoH
is supported by major domain name server software such as
BIND (since version 9.17.10), KNOT resolver (since version
5.2.0), and Unbound (since version 1.12.0). There is a DoH
proxy by Cloudflare called cloudflared. There are at
least eight DoH client implementations and at least six server
implementations known and listed at dnscrypt.info.9

The support of DoH by open resolvers was studied in
2019 by Deccio and Davis [18]. Their results show that
the DoH adoption was very poor. From around 1.2 million

7https://support.mozilla.org/en-US/kb/firefox-dns-over-https
8https://www.zdnet.com/article/chrome-83-released-with-enhanced-

privacy-controls-tab-groups-feature/
9https://dnscrypt.info/implementations/

TABLE 1. Comparison of DoH performance related research.
Measurement Setup — measurement data and its origin, Results — The
main conclusions of the measurement about the DoH performance
impact compared to traditional DNS.

open resolvers, only nine supported DoH. A later study in
2021 was carried out by Garcia et al. [6]. In this study, the
authors scanned the entire IPv4 address range and found
931 addresses that successfully resolved DNS over HTTPS.
Unfortunately, both studies measured adoption on different
data (open resolvers vs. entire IPv4 address range); thus,
we cannot conclude any adoption increase among service
providers between 2019 and 2021.

The DoH adoption by users was also studied by
Garcia et al. [6]. The paper presents three large datasets from
a large European university, a large European internet ser-
vice provider, and a global security company. The results
show that the volume of DoH traffic increased during 2020;
however, DoH remains relatively rare compared to tradi-
tional DNS. The summary of DoH adoption-related studies
is shown in Table 2.

C. PRIVACY PERSPECTIVE
Since the primary benefit of DoH is the increased privacy
of end-users [1], it has been thoroughly studied by many
researchers. The privacy-focused studies are summarized in
Table 3. Overall, there is a general scepticism [19], [20]
about the sufficiency of DNS encryption for preserving users’
privacy. Therefore, the DNS protocol privacy enhancement
feature called EDNS padding [21] was introduced. Clients
with DoH support send requests padded with random content
to equalize the sizes of all packets. The padding reduces the
possibility of side-channel information leakage.

Website fingerprinting is one of the possible attacks, which
leverage the side-channel information. The fingerprinting
attacks are built on the assumption that connection to each
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TABLE 2. Comparison of DoH adoption related research. Measurement
Setup — measurement data and its origin, Results — The main
conclusions about the DoH adoption measurement.

website generates a unique sequence packets’ sizes, which the
adversary can leverage to infer the transferred and encrypted
content [22]. Bushart and Rossow [23] and Siby et al. [22]
performed a website fingerprinting attack using DoH traffic
only by leveraging the lack of EDNS padding. Authors point
out that their approach requires fewer data to process while
maintaining similar accuracy compared to traditional finger-
printing. Both papers also evaluated the trafficwith the EDNS
padding feature enabled, and they were still successful with
more than 70% accuracy.

Hynek and Cejka [7] performed an experiment similar
to the website fingerprinting; however, they aimed to infer
actual queries inside a single DNS packet. They studied the
shape of DoH traffic and showed that it is possible to identify
the number of queries or used versions of the HTTP protocol.
Moreover, they leveraged DoH packet sizes to infer queried
domain names with accuracy 90% when using HTTP 1.1.
However, their method proved unusable when the EDNS
padding feature was enabled.

The downgrade privacy attack was studied by
Huang et al. [24]. They performed a downgrade attack by
blocking the DoH connection, forcing the browsers to roll
back to traditional unencrypted DNS without any noticeable
alert in the user interface. According to the study [24],
browser vendors do not consider this attack as a vulnerabil-
ity but rather a well-documented feature also described in
RFC 8310 [25]. The impact of a downgrade attack could be
reduced by proper notification about lost privacy; however,
none of the browser vendors plan to integrate it [24].

Other privacy concern related to DoH is the data central-
ization by DoH providers and the possible correlation and
misuse of clients’ IP addresses and DNS requests. The data
centralization is addressed by Oblivious DoH (ODoH) pro-
posal [26], which uses an intermediate proxy for queries. The
proxywould know the clients’ IP addresses but cannot inspect
the payload of packets. The resolvers can read the payload;
however, the clients’ IP addresses are hidden behind the
proxy. Currently, the ODoH is in the state of RFC draft [27]
with available proof-of-concept codes.10

D. SECURITY PERSPECTIVE
Studies [8], [28], and [29] on the impact of DoH mass
deployment conclude that DoH is a security problem since

10https://github.com/cloudflare/odoh-go

TABLE 3. Comparsion of DoH privacy related research. The study scope
abbreviation stands for: C — Correlation of encrypted and unencrypted
DNS on recursive resolver, FP — Fingerprinting attack, DG — Downgrade
attack, P — Proposal of novel technology.

many existing automated network security tools rely on unen-
crypted DNS. Attackers can leverage the increased privacy
of encrypted DNS to hide their malicious activities. Even
though DoH provides confidentiality of resolution, it does
not protect against subversion of DNS resolution (such as
DNS cache poisoning) [30] and allows the creation of DNS
tunnels [31]. The DoH studies from a security perspective can
be divided into two categories: 1) Detection of DoH presence
in the network and 2)Detection of malicous DoH. Studies
from both categories are then summarized in Table 4.

1) DETECTION OF DoH PRESENCE IN NETWORK
DoH decreases visibility by automated network security
tools [8]; therefore, detection of DoH presence can be consid-
ered viable for maintaining situational awareness of network
operators and analysts. DoH traffic in the highly restricted
network might indicate an attempt of policy violations or the
presence of some unwanted software. Since DoH does not
use any dedicated port number, it blends into other encrypted
HTTPS traffic, making its recognition difficult. Majority of
DoH can be blocked by filtering 443/TCP connections to
well-known DoH providers (such as Google or Cloudflare).
However, it is always possible to choose less known DoH
resolver that anyone can deploy— there are already available
open-source software capable of DoH to DNS translation.
Moreover, according to Garcia et al. [6], there are hundreds
of ‘‘unknown’’ DoH resolvers that do not appear on public
DoH blocklists.

One of the first studies that proposed DoH detection
by its traffic characteristics was published in 2020 by
Vekshin et al. [32]. In this work, the authors trained several
machine learning models to distinguish DoH connections
from other traffic, achieving high accuracy of 99% (0.99 F1
score). According to Vekshin et al. [32], the most important
traffic feature for the detection of DoH is the duration of
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TABLE 4. Comparison of research considering DoH security. The abbrevations in scope column stand for: D — DoH detection, E — DoH exfiltration, S —
Summary, R — Subversion of DNS resolution.

the connection, its burstiness, and the number of transferred
packets. However, theyworked onlywith browser-basedDoH
connections, leaving a single query DoH undetected. Follow-
ing studies [31], [33], [35], [36], [40] also achieved similar
results, proving that browser-based DoH has distinctive prop-
erties that can be leveraged for detection. Csikor et al. [37]
expressed a concern about the DoH detection possibility,
arguing that it can be misused for censorship by downgrade
attack. Therefore, they have evaluated multiple DoH padding
techniques, which modified the DoH traffic characteristics,
making them similar to regular HTTPS. One of the eval-
uated techniques successfully degraded the performance of
machine learning detectors to the level where its deployment
would be impractical.

2) DETECTION OF MALICIOUS DoH
The traditional DNS abuse detection is a well-studied topic,
which is targeted by many research works [44]–[51]. How-
ever, none of the mentioned work can be directly applied to
DoH due to the added encryption.

The security-related research in the DoH area focuses
mainly on data exfiltration. MontazeriShatoori et al. [31]
analyzed the DoH tunneling approaches and the possibility
of their detection. They created a dataset called DoHBrw-
202011 and proved the usability of time-related features to
detect DoH tunnels and reported an accuracy of almost 100%
(F1 score 0.999).

Many studies [33], [34], [39]–[42] then used the DoHBrw-
2020 to prove the possibility of malicious DoH detection with
various machine learning approaches, all of them achieving
very high accuracy above 99%. However, the DOHBrw-2020

11https://www.unb.ca/cic/datasets/dohbrw-2020.html

consists of only lab-created traffic from tunneling tools
that use traditional unencrypted DNS, translated into DoH
using a proxy. The dataset does not include traffic from
already DoH capable malware samples or exfiltration tools.
These weaknesses were addressed by studies performed by
Kwan et al. [38] and Zhan et al. [43]. Both studies focused
on a more realistic scenario of DoH tunnel detection using a
DoH capable exfiltration tool. Kwan et al. focused on simple
detection techniques using only a single feature, such as
throughput, and achieved 93% accuracy by observing only
outgoing throughput. Zhan et al. [43] performed DoH based
exfiltration between various locations worldwide. They tested
multiple machine learning classifiers and achieved detection
accuracy above 99%.

We are not aware of any study that focuses on detecting
other malicious DoH than exfiltration, such as DoH Com-
mand and Control (C2) detection, which is described in
Section IV-A. Compared to traditional DNS, the research tar-
geting DoH abuse detection is still nascent mainly using lab-
created DOHBrw-2020 dataset. Therefore in the following
sections, we summarize the state of DoH abuse and point out
the main research challenges that should be targeted by the
research community.

IV. TAXONOMY OF DoH ABUSE: TOOLS & MALWARE
Since DoH is built upon the traditional DNS, the abuse possi-
bilities of DoH can be derived fromDNS protocol. According
to the 2016 Cisco annual security report [52], 91.3% of
malware families use DNS, and the number does not seem
to be decreasing. DNS is primarily abused for accessing C2
infrastructure as well as data exfiltration. Incorporating DNS
into malware’s infrastructure increases its resilience against
threat protection systems, for instance, when combined
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TABLE 5. Number of DoH-capable code samples/malware strains for
each category.

with Domain Generation Algorithm (DGA) [53] and Fast
Flux [54] techniques. The resilience of malware even
increases when deploying these techniques via DoH due to
added encryption.

Malware creators are aware of the advantage of encryption
and have started to use it in order to avoid detection [55].
However, not every traditional DNS abuse technique can be
applied to DoH. For example, DNS amplification, a common
DDoS attack vector, is a widespread problemfirstly described
by Randal Vaughn [56]. Fortunately, DNS amplification can-
not be performed with DoH. DNS amplification attacks spoof
source IP addresses such that the DNS resolver’s response is
sent to the victim’s system. DoH requires establishing a TCP
connection; thus, source IP address spoofing is not possible
as it is with DNS over UDP.

We have analyzed multiple public sources of information
and related works (such as Github, malware analysis research
blogs, and VirusTotal12) to summarize the state of DoH
abuse. We divide known DoH abuse into three categories:
1) C2 Access and Communication, 2) Covert Channels, and
3) Unaware Usage. Table 5 summarizes the number of DoH
abusing code/malware samples we are aware of for each
category. The categories and the code/malware samples are
described in further detail in the following sections.

A. C2 ACCESS AND COMMUNICATION
C2 communication is one of the most common abuses of
unencrypted DNS. In the encrypted case, most malware use
DoH only to gain access to the C2 infrastructure. C2 commu-
nication itself then continues via other protocols. An example
of such usage is the PsiXbot malware. The analysis cre-
ated by the Proofpoint threat insight team [57] reveals that
PsiXbot uses the hardcoded dns.google.com resolver
and issues a JSON-based DoH request via HTTP 1.1 to
resolve a hardcoded C2 domain. After receiving the C2 server
IP, the communication between C2 and malware uses HTTP,
which is unencrypted. Interestingly, the HTTP payload is
encrypted using the RC4 algorithm. Similarly, banking mal-
ware FluBot, which targets Android devices, also relies on
DoH to access its C2 infrastructure [58]. Translating a domain
name via DoH is not by itself abuse. However, the intent of
hiding such communication in encryption to bypass detection
systems is undoubtedly abuse.

12www.virustotal.com

Another case of DoH abuse was published by Huntress-
labs [59] describing the JSON-based TXT request for DKIM
using DoH via the dns.google.com domain resolver. The
TXT answer contained the IP addresses of external servers
for downloading another payload to complete the C2 access.
Both approaches exploit the fact that Google DNS is the most
popular DNS resolver [67];thus it is probably accessible.

Overall, we are currently aware of five approaches that gain
access to the C2 infrastructure usingDoH [55], [57]–[60], and
all of them are slight modifications of the two mechanisms
described above. All five approaches use the JSON API of
DoH and they mostly use Google’s DNS resolver. The only
exception is the Godlua malware [55], which uses Cloud-
flare’s DNS resolver.

Malware can also utilize DoH as a channel for the trans-
mission of C2 commands. The LSD malware [61] uses DoH
for accessing C2 infrastructure and downloading (via TXT
records) a bootstrap script to connect to a crypto-mining pool
proxy.

There are also other proof-of-concept (PoC) source codes
that are — to our best knowledge — not yet deployed in any
actual malware. One noteworthy PoC code is godoh [62],
[68], which uses DoH via its JSON API to tunnel C2 con-
versations. A similar concept called DoHC2 [63] was imple-
mented for the adversary simulation and red team operations
software Cobalt Strike.13

B. COVERT MULTIPURPOSE CHANNELS
Some solutions for covert channels natively support DoH.
The dnstt [69] is tool capable of exfiltration via DoH.
Similarly, the DNSExfiltrator [64] can upload files to
the server via DoH with Google’s or Cloudflare’s resolvers.
Ciampanu [70] reports that DNSExfiltrator is already
used by the OilRig group, which is tracked as Advanced
Persistent Threat group 34 (APT34). In addition, DoH tunnels
are already covered in red team seminars and conferences
like 44CON [65] or BruCON [66], where an Excel sheet
downloads malware via a DoH tunnel.

Moreover, there are multiple solutions available on regular,
unencrypted DNS, such as Iodine [71], DNSCat [72],
or TUNS [73]. Even though these well-known and easy-to-
use programs do not support DoH, they can extend their
capabilities by running a DoH proxy.

Even though the DoH tunnel performance is reported to be
slower than tunneling via traditional DNS [74], the tunnels
can be established and are reported to work. Strikingly, DoH
resolvers do not deploy any protection against DNS abuse
because an unstealthy and evident DNS tunnel could be estab-
lished via major DoH resolvers, like Google, Cloudflare, and
AdGuard [31].

C. UNAWARE USAGE
For comprehensiveness, there is also a separate category,
‘‘Unaware Usage’’, which we have identified during the sur-

13https://www.cobaltstrike.com
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TABLE 6. Used IP addresses for recognition of DoH connection during
our finding of DoH-capable malicious software samples.

vey and analysis. With the large-scale deployment of DoH
in popular browsers and Operating Systems, malware DNS
communication might get encrypted without the malware’s
intention or awareness of the encryption. Canonical exam-
ples are web browser extensions that call a browser API for
domain resolution, or malware might use DoH because DoH
is set as a default DNS method in the OS. As an example of
the consequence, malware that can be easily detected at the
network level by some typical DNS queries becomes auto-
matically harder to detect due to encrypted communication,
even though the malware itself is not aware of DoH.

From the network security perspective, these scenarios are
the most challenging. We are not aware of any study that ana-
lyzed the detection possibility ofmaliciousDNS trafficmixed
with benign inside the same DoH connection. Untangling the
mix is a challenging problem.

V. NOVEL OBSERVATIONS OF DoH ABUSE
As a part of a large global security company protecting
hundreds of millions of endpoints, our laboratory has access
to a continuous feed of suspicious software, malware, and
malicious websites samples analyzed in a sandbox environ-
ment. The automated analysis pipeline allows the selection of
particular malware samples for further inspection.We filtered
malicious samples performing DoH based on port (443/TCP)
and IP addresses of known Google and Cloudflare DoH
resolvers which are written in Table 6. We decompiled or
deobfuscated the source codes of found DoH-capable sam-
ples and manually analyzed them, looking for functions pro-
cessing DoH requests and responses. In some web-based
samples, we spotted unconventional and unpublished use
of DoH by service providers to avoid DNS-based service
blocking.

Many countries perform website censorship and blocking
according to local laws. It is a common practice because our
modern society considers many types of content as harmful
and unacceptable. The prevention of access to some internet
resources helps to fight against child pornography, copyright
infringement, and many more. There are multiple ways of
implementing the web content blocking [75], [76]. How-
ever, many countries implement it using DNS Tampering,
i.e., a spoofed DNS answer can deny the existence of the
domain name or redirect users to some block page (that can be
operated by the government) with the reason of the website
closure [76]. The DNS tampering procedure is depicted in
Figure 1. Naturally, DoH effectively bypasses this blocking

FIGURE 1. Scheme of DNS tampering procedure.

mechanism, which can be leveraged by service providers
leaving users unaware of their illegal activity.

The rise of DoH support enabledmalware authors to access
an easy-to-use JSON-based DNS API through the browsers’
JavaScript interpreter that can be leveraged in browser-based
exploits. Specifically, multiple service providers (C2 ser-
vices) were observed to take advantage of encryption and
easy-to-use DNS-based C2 communication channels. All of
them abuse DoH to avoid website censorship and blocking.

We are unaware of any previous study describing DoH
abuse by service providers on the web, which is also a critical
field related to computer security and network monitoring.
Even though some of the identified threats are known or
similar to traditional DNS threats, they appeared recently in
the DoH domain. In this section, we present a real-world
observation of their transfer into the encrypted domain, which
proves an adoption of DoH abuse in web-based threats. The
observations are organized in three abuse scenarios: 1) Client
Modification to Access BlockedWebsites, 2) DoH inWebsite
Redirections, and 3)DoH Requests in Advertisements and
Spam Campaigns.

A. ABUSE SCENARIO 1: CLIENT MODIFICATION TO
ACCESS BLOCKED WEBSITES

The abuse scenario assumes two entities — client
and server. The client wants to communicate with
the server; however, direct communication is not
allowed, and its prevention is implemented by DNS
tampering on the local DNS recursor. The client
is modified to use DoH to bypass blocking mech-
anisms and obtain the working server’s IP address
that allows direct communication.

Even though there is almost a universal support of DoH
in web browsers, other types of programs still lack the sup-
port. The most straightforward modification is installing a
DoH proxy that translates all local DNS requests into DoH.
However, it requires much effort from the users, and we have
already observed more user-friendly client modifications that
use DoH only for accessing the blocked websites.
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Listing 1. DoH usage example in Sdarot Kodi plugin.

A real-world example is sdarot.tv, an Israeli based
website that provides video content. Due to the copyright
violation, it was blocked by the Israeli government, and all
local internet service providers have to prevent access by
DNSTampering [77]. However, thewebsite is still flourishing
due to the multiple non-browser clients and their modifi-
cations. Sdarot provides a plugin written in python for the
home theater software Kodi, and its short and simplified code
snipped can be found below in Listing 1. The plugin uses
base64 encoded domain names in the translation process.
After the translation, all URLs contain IP addresses directly
to avoid DNS resolvers of the operating system and ISP.

Sdarot also provides Android and Android TV applications
that do not use DoH. However, the applications bypass the
system settings and use theGoogle DNS servers instead of the
local DNS recursor. In addition, we analyzed the decompiled
Java code, and it indeed contained code for DoH JSON-
based queries. Thus, the DoH support might be enrolled soon
because the simple use of some foreign DNS resolvers is
already insufficient in some states [78].

The Abuse Scenario 1 falls into a Covert Multipurpose
Channels category of DoH abuse described in Section IV-B.

B. ABUSE SCENARIO 2: DoH IN WEBSITE REDIRECTIONS
The abuse scenario assumes three entities – client,
server, and C2 domain. The client is redirected
to the server or performs willing access. On the
first visit, the server modifies the client’s browser
by installing a redirection mechanism. Later, the
server is identified as malicious, and the DNS tam-
pering technique prevents its access. Due to the
installed modification, the browser recognizes the
prevention access mechanism and performs a DoH
request to the C2 domain. The response contains a
functional landing domain of the server that allows
its access.

During the monitoring of DoH usage in our laboratory,
we found DoH requests created in web-based JavaScript by
multiple websites. The websites use DoH for redirection to
illegal online casinos targeting Russian citizens.

Since 2009, the gambling business has been banned in
the Russian Federation, with a few gambling zones excep-
tions. As a result, all online casinos (even non-Russian) are

FIGURE 2. Number of unique domains pointing to single IP address of
selected website with DoH redirection script according to Security Trails
Passive DNS data.

prohibited in Russia. Even advertisement to gambling web-
sites is considered illegal. The online gambling organizers
risk a fine of up to 14,000USD and website closure by the
government. Despite the severe penalties, Russia’s illegal
gamblingmarket is worth about 7.9 billionUSDper year [79].

The online casinos are fighting the gambling ban by chang-
ing IP addresses and registering multiple domains. We have
used the Security Trails Passive DNS system14 to monitor a
domain name of selected online casino IP address. As it can
be seen in Figure 2, more then 100 domain names point to the
same website according to the Passive DNS data.

The rapid domain name changing strategy is almost identi-
cal to malware C2 infrastructure, which uses DGA. However,
the casinos depend on users, who are unwilling to test the
connection to hundreds of domains. Therefore, there is a
redirection infrastructure in place that ensures landing on the
functional unblocked casino website.

In all observed JavaScript codes samples, which performed
DoH requests, the redirection occurs in the web browsers as
a JavaScript Service Worker — an API that allows websites
to install JavaScript code into the browser. It is like a browser
plugin that can run only on domains (and all its subdomains)
that installed it. When the user accesses the page, the service
worker is initiated and runs in the background, separate from
other websites’ JavaScript code. Even though the service
worker API is limited, it can register callbacks for events
such as ‘‘website fetch’’ and modify the content similarly as
a proxy.15

The redirector service worker is installed in the browser
when the user enters the casino website. Next time, when the
user wants to access, the redirector activates. In all analyzed
websites, the redirector issued a DoH TXT request to a C2
domain and got a base64 encoded JSON object. The format
of the TXT answer is shown in Listing 2. The array contains
a redirection enable flag, body substring, and the functional
landing domain. The body substring distinguishes between a
government block page and the actual casino webpage. It is

14A system, which records the history of resolved domains and their
belonging IP addresses. URL: https://securitytrails.com

15https://developer.mozilla.org/en-US/docs/Web/API/Service_Worker_
API
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Listing 2. The example of the decoded TXT answer. 1 – is the enable flag,
2 – identifier for distinguishing between block pages and the correct
output, 3 – redirection domain.

Listing 3. DoH redirector in Service Worker.

usually a short identifier that occurs in the body tag of the
webpage.

The service workers scripts in four analyzed websites
were very similar, with minor differences in function names,
or used API, showing that all of them were implemented
separately. The example of the observed redirection script is
shown in Listing 3. According to the instruction from the C2,
the service worker checks whether the domain is blocked.
If not, the user proceeds to the webpage. In the other case,
the user is redirected via JavaScript to the landing domain,
and a new JavaScript Service Worker is installed. By this
mechanism, users can remember only one URL (the first one
they have visited) and are always redirected to the functional
unblocked website. The whole redirection scheme is depicted
in Figure 3.

We have analyzed selected C2 responses in time with the
Security Trails Passive DNS System.16 All unique domain
names, that appeared in the responses between September
29th and November 20th in 2020 are shown in Figure 4. Over-
all, in the observed period, the landing domain name changed
35 times. It can be noticed that some of the landing domain
names are very similar and differs in only a single character,
which is sufficient for bypassing the DNS tampering.

We have found eight different C2 domains that redirect to
more than 80 websites during our research. All of them tar-
geted the Russian market and were related to gambling. How-
ever, the presented approach has enormous potential in more
fields other than gambling. Unfortunately, the same scheme
can be used in more severe cases like malware or even child
pornography distribution. Besides, the presented DoH based
redirection can potentially substitute the domain fronting [80]
(a technique for censorship bypass utilizing infrastructure
with multiple services), which is already banned by large
CDN providers [81].

16https://securitytrails.com

FIGURE 3. Redirection scheme.

TheAbuse Scenario 2 falls into aC2 Access and Communi-
cation category of DoH abuse described in Section IV-A and
its mass deployment can enable a hidden web (like the dark
web). Websites could change their domains and IP addresses
more rapidly (in a matter of minutes) without reduced com-
fort for users. The only problem is the first visit, which can be
performed via advertising (as described) or other services that
would query the C2 domain and provide the first redirect. The
state authorities are almost defenseless against this redirec-
tion principle. The C2 domainmight seem like a candidate for
a weak spot because its inaccessibility would cause the col-
lapse of the whole redirection infrastructure. However, when
the C2 domain is accessed solely by DoH, the access can be
prevented only by the DoH resolver or by the TLD17 operator.
Even though the DoH provider can technically prevent access
to a particular domain, users can always use a different one
that does not perform blocking. TLD operators can perform
forced domain shut-down. However, it is usually complicated
to achieve.

C. ABUSE SCENARIO 3: DoH REQUESTS IN
ADVERTISEMENTS AND SPAM CAMPAIGNS

The abuse scenario assumes two entities – client
and C2 domain. The client unwillingly initiates one
or multiple DoH requests to the C2 domain – the
response contains a JavaScript code or pieces of
code. The client then executes the code and per-
forms actions commanded by the C2 server.

This scenario is observed mainly in redirection use-cases,
often triggered by illegal advertisements. Its usage was
detected in e-mail spam campaigns; however, the same scripts
can be found even on websites. All of the detected scripts
utilized the same principle as in Section V-B — C2 domain
queried via the JSON DoH API of Google resolver, therefore
it falls into a C2 Access and Communication category of

17Top Level Domain
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FIGURE 4. Responded landing domains in time for selected C2 between September 29th and
November 20th in 2020. For data extraction we used Security Trails Passive DNS System.

Listing 4. DoH redirector in advertisements.

DoH abuse described in Section IV-A. However, contrary
to Scenario 2, these scripts did not use JavaScript Service
Worker API; instead, they fetched JavaScript source code
from the C2 channel and executed it.

The samples we observed on websites received redirection
JavaScript code to illegally operated web pages. The C2
communication was fetched usually right after the load or
by some action such as a button click. In the case of e-mail
spam campaigns, an HTML document is delivered as an
attachment (or as a MIME18 part) and requires the mail client
to open it. The pseudocode of the malicious scripts is shown
in Listing 4. At first, the DoH TXT query to the attacker’s
C2 domain is performed. The attacker domain is usually
encoded as a base64 string and hardcoded in the script. The
DoH request can be executed directly within scripts. We also
observed utilization of public API (such as Google OAuth
API), in which case the malicious code is passed as a callback
function.

In the observed cases, the answer always contained the
redirection script with a landing URL wrapped inside a
code utilizing JavaScript window API. The JavaScript inter-
preter then executed the code and performed the redirec-
tion. Even though we observed its use only in redirection

18Multipurpose Internet Mail Extensions

TABLE 7. Summary of presented abuse scenarios characteristics. The
abbrevation of abuse category stands for: CMC — Covert Multipurpose
Channels (Section IV-B), C2 — C2 Access and Communication
(Section IV-A).

use-cases, passing a JavaScript code from the C2 domain
gives the attacker immense flexibility to run almost any
command. Such practice can make phishing and cross-site
scripting attacks more resistant because exploiting public
DoH resolvers hides them to the network traffic analysis
systems, which could trigger an alarm if the JavaScript
code was downloaded directly by HTTPS from a potentially
suspicious domain.

SUMMARY OF DESCRIBED ABUSE SCENARIOS
The described scenarios represent working examples of
mechanisms built above DoH that 1) have been observed by
our malware laboratory, 2) we are not aware of their descrip-
tion in any previous academic study, and 3) can be very easily
used for any malicious activity. Each scenario misuse DoH
in a different way, Scenario 1 uses DoH to bypass restricted
DNS, Scenario 2 detects DNS tampering and website closure,
and then performs redirection. Moreover, scenario 2 uses
DoH as a C2 to recognize valid web pages from the block
page. Scenario 3 also uses DoH as a C2; however, it uses
DoH for obtaining malicious code. The differences between
scenarios are also shown in Table 7.

VI. FUTURE RESEARCH CHALLENGES
Based on our experience in network security, encrypted traffic
analysis and survey of related works, we have identified
several interesting open research challenges related to DoH.
The following paragraphs explain them.
DoH Blocking/Filtering The goal of this research area is to

identify DoH communication and block it timely. The
possibility to identify and stop DoH allows prevention
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of connection to non-permitted and untrustworthy DoH
providers — when defined security policies permit only
a particular one. Currently, it is not feasible to blockDoH
by standard firewall mechanisms based on IP addresses
and ports because 1) IP addresses might change or any
new DoH provider can be established; additionally, mal-
ware can easily use IP that is not well-known, 2) DoH
shares the same TCP port number with other legitimate
HTTPS traffic. Current methods [31], [32], [35] can
detect only long DoH connections from web browsers;
thus, single query DoH connections remain undetected.

Detection of Legitimate/Illegal Use In some countries,
some content might be prohibited. Even though this
scope of research can be misused for censorship or
propaganda, some cases are still globally assumed to be
harmful to society, such as drugs, child pornography,
gambling, or illegal weapons. The point is that it is
challenging to recognize specific topics of content inside
encrypted traffic. A potential solution could be the
adaptation of website fingerprinting approaches to DoH.

Detection of Malicious Use Besides illegal use mentioned
above, adversary/malicious use of DoH by malicious
software also presents a threat, which needs to be
addressed by security research. Research studies con-
cerning malicious use focused mainly on the detection
of data exfiltration (see Table 4), leaving other misuses,
such as C2 communication, undetected.

Detection of System Bypassing In this paper, we described
some principles of how existing tools bypass the
standard way of communication (e.g., JavaScript can
perform DoH requests directly to lookup the final des-
tination of some content). Generally, detecting such
behavior is non-trivial due to possible obfuscation of
the source codes. Therefore, it is a challenge to discover
such a mechanism either in the web content (static anal-
ysis is not enough and probably dynamic analysis must
be used) inside a web browser or at the network level
based on behavioral analysis of standard and anomalous
characteristics of the traffic. It is quite doubtful whether
a JavaScript or any web browser plugin should be per-
mitted to perform domain name resolving without any
auditing; however, detecting such behavior would help
identify serious security policy violations.

For completeness, any network-level anomaly detection
brings common challenges like missing ground truth and
handling false positives issues.

VII. CONCLUSION
DNS over HTTPS is a new rapidly-disseminating technol-
ogy, which is becoming a popular alternative as the domain
resolution mechanism instead of unencrypted DNS. Even
though DoH improves users’ privacy, our study highlighted
that it also provides opportunities to threat actors. DoH will
likely be the new reality for everyone who wants to resolve
domain names to IP addresses because it is getting enabled

by default. Consequently, the rise of legitimate DoH traffic
amplifies the risk of hidden malicious activities inside DoH
traffic, which currently cannot be detected easily.

Extensive DoH threat monitoring in our malware labo-
ratory and manual analysis of code samples has led us to
find DoH abuse by websites, which no study has previously
described. The three DoH abuse scenarios are described on
real-world examples: 1) a client can resolve a domain that
would be otherwise blocked due to copyright infringement
law, 2) DoH is used in website redirections in such a way
that the user is transparently redirected to the latest working
locations which are obtained privately via DoH, and 3) click-
ing on links distributed in malvertising and spam campaigns
can trigger DoH queries that return and execute arbitrary
JavaScript code.

Moreover, we analyzed multiple public sources (such as,
Github, VirusTotal) and malware analysis blogs to summa-
rize the knowledge about known DoH abuse by malware
and proof-of-concept codes. On top of that, we taxonomize
known DoH abuse into three categories: 1) Command and
Control, 2) Covert Multipurpose Channel, which is mainly
used for exfiltration, and 3) Unaware Usage.

User privacy is one of the essential priorities in modern
society; however, in this paper, we pointed out and summa-
rized the danger that DoH enables. Since DoH is encrypted,
it prevents traditional security analysis and detection. It is
highly expected that new generations of malware will exploit
DoH for command and control communication, malware
distribution, or data exfiltration. Moreover, with the broader
deployment of DoH proxies, even malware that relies on the
traditional DNS can unintentionally exploit improved privacy
and avoid detection.

To better understand the benefits and risks of DoH, we call
for more profound research on DoH abuse on the web. As a
starting point for the network security research community,
we have listed some open research challenges that can help
to accelerate it.
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